Large cap v small cap and value v growth
Equus Point Capital’s stock selection and risk management process is based on the relative
momentum of stocks within the S&P/ASX200 adjusted for beta. That is, we seek out stocks that
demonstrate true alpha and not stocks where returns are simply driven by individual beta and the
market.
As a result, our process will have a natural bias towards mid and small cap stocks where the
market is less efficient and greater opportunity exists to extract alpha over the long term. We are
also sector unaware focusing instead on overall beta risk, stocks that exhibit the greatest liquidity,
weighting positions by underlying stock volatility, managing downside risk and ensuring capital is
preserved. Accordingly, the strategy can tend to under-perform a market cap index when large
capitalization stocks run hard, although technically the benchmark for the strategy is cash. If
history is a guide, these events are short lived and eventually run out of steam.
Over the last six months we have seen three core influences in the market:
1. Large caps have out-performed mid and small caps;
2. Value has out-performed growth; and
3. Resources have out-performed industrials.
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The following charts nicely encapsulate the forces at play in the market over the last six
months. We have rapidly witnessed a reversal in the performance of small caps versus the large
caps, and value has significantly out-performed growth stocks.
While small caps and growth stocks do experience periods of under-performance relative to large
caps and value stocks, it is the pace of this reversal that has surprised the market.
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Anecdotally we have also had feedback from dealing desks that deal flow has been focused on
dumping mid and small caps and reweighting to large caps. In recent years institutional fund
managers have sought higher returns by investing in small market cap stocks, in lieu of a lack of
growth from resources and banks. Over the last six months resources, and to a lesser extent the
banks, have enjoyed solid returns and institutional investors have been caught out trying to cover
being under-weight through a sell down of these small cap positions. In effect we have witnessed
marginal risk taking by institutional investors replaced with index hugging within 3-6 months.
These trends do not last indefinitely. As this rotation from growth to value and small to large
eases, we expect medium to long-term momentum trends to re-engage.
Quoted performance represents the simulated returns to Feb 2017 and based on a systematic risk management
process. Past performance is not an indicator of future performance.
The material contained in this communication (and all its attachments) has been prepared by Equus Point Capital Pty
Ltd. Equus Point Capital is a Corporate Authorised Representative of Prodigy Investment Partners Limited AFSL No.
466173 (“Prodigy”).
You should not act on any recommendation (if any) made in this communication without first consulting your
investment advisor in order to ascertain whether the recommendation (if any) is appropriate, having regard to your
investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs. Nothing in this communication shall be construed as a
solicitation to buy or sell a security or to engage in or refrain from engaging in any transaction.
Equus Point Capital and Prodigy believe that the information and advice (if any) contained herein is correct at the time
of compilation. However, Equus Point Capital and Prodigy make no representation or warranty that it is accurate,
complete, reliable or up to date, nor does Equus Point Capital or Prodigy accept any obligation to correct or update the
opinions (if any) in it. The opinions (if any) expressed are subject to change without notice. Equus Point Capital and
Prodigy do not accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect, consequential or other loss arising from any use
of the material contained in this communication.
This communication may refer to the past performance of a person, entity or financial product. Past performance is
not a reliable indicator of future performance.
If applicable, investors should obtain the relevant product disclosure statement and consider it before making any
decision to invest.
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